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fig. 001: bentonite shale sample from mowbray
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This practicum examines the feasibility of  cold-climate viticulture in southern Manitoba in light of  ongoing climate change 

and establishes principles for sustainable viticulture appropriate to Manitoba’s geological conditions.  As the climate 

continues to change, drastic changes will begin to occur within the wine industry.  Regions that are currently suitable for 

production are likely to be subject to higher temperatures, more erratic precipitation and harsher weather. An opportunity 

exists within the Mowbray Plateau located in the Pembina River Valley, to establish a new type of  agriculture in the 

Prairies—one that can grow and adapt as the climate changes. Prairie viticulture is feasible if  done appropriately, utilizing 

sustainable landscape strategies such as planned cover crops, creating smaller microclimates, and planting according to 

terroir. These strategies can evolve alongside climate and microclimatic-specific research. This practicum demonstrates 

through case studies of  existing cold-climate grape growers, and by research and design, that the Prairies could provide a 

healthy future for sustainable viticulture.
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fig. 002: looking east on mowbray plateau
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fig. 003: overlooking pembina valley provincial park
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fig. 005: lake agassiz shore beds 
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wine is a storyteller by nature. It can reveal the history of  a region, the surrounding vegetation in the vineyard and 

precisely, the rich geology the vines are rooted in.  The term used to express this story is Terroir. Terroir creates a sense of  

place. It reveals the nature of  what influences the nose and body of  the wine. A Malbec-style of  grape will impart different 

flavours when grown in Cahors, France compared to that grown in Mendoza, Argentina. Variances can occur even within 

the same vineyard, 100 metres apart. 

Manitoba has a rich geological tapestry that can be discovered through hidden valleys, escarpments, and rolling low 

mountains. Glacial scars and pockets dot the landscape of  Manitoba which was created as the glacier that covered most of  

northern North America began to retreat. During the last period of  glacial melt, which began approximatley 11,500 years 

ago, ridges and plateaus were formed as the water carved out pathways through the landscape. Riding Mountain National 

Park sits on the north escarpment, its ridges ripe with rich soils and boreal forest. Looking west in the province, one can see 

where the retreating shores of  Lake Agassiz deposited glaciofluvial sediment as the ridges slowly rise from the Prairie floor. 

In the southwestern section of  the province is the Pembina River Valley—formed by the turbulent waters from the glacial 

spillway. The combination of  these forces, shifting the soils and land, resulted in the creation of  these multi-faceted sections 

of  land with almost oasis-like microclimates. 

Leading from the southwest from Turtle Mountain the landscape gradually slopes toward the Winnipeg River.  

The density of  layers in the formations decreases as well.
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fig. 006: exposed clay, gravel and shale on roadsides in pembina valley
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In a potential vineyard it is essential to look beyond what is growing in the topmost layers of  the soil in order to assess how 

grapevines will grow. The topsoil consists of  organic materials that come from decomposed vegetation, animal droppings, 

sand, micronutrients, as well as man-made chemicals from fertilizers, herbicides and insecticides. The sub-soil layers in 

southwestern Manitoba are glacioifluvial deposits. Those deposits, formed in the Mesozoic Era reach through the layers 

of  Pierre Shale, the Carlile, Favel and the Ashville Formation. The upper layers of  sub-soil on the proposed site consist of  

Odanah Shale, which is a darker calcareous rock that breaks easily and imparts a highly siliceous component to the soil once 

ground in; Bentonite Shale, also darker, but has layers of  yellow and pink substrate which is a result of  the volcanic ash that 

drifted from volcanic activity in the Montana region over 3 million years ago; Millwood Clay which tends to have a crackly 

cauliflower appearance and clumps when dry, and the remainder is find sand, loam and gravel deposits. 

The roots of  vines on average grow deeper than other plants and will take the path of  least resistance to find water and 

nutrients.  Sixty percent of  root systems will be in the top 60 cm of  soil with a majority reaching out horizontally, although 

depending on the combination of  soils, roots can reach depths of  six to eight metres. 

Drawing comparisons between established wine growing regions such as Mosel, Germany located within the 50th parallel, 

Bordeaux, France at the 44th parallel with southwestern Manitoba at the 49th parallel, there are geological similarities to the 

history of  the soil that are especially apparent in France.  “Bordeaux soils have developed on either Tertiary or Quaternary 

deposits, the former generally giving way to clay or limestone soils, the latter made of  alluvial sandy gravels left in gentle 

mounds hundreds of  thousands of  years ago by melted glaciers…” (Johnson and Robinson 2009, 49) 
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fig. 007: geological beds of southwest manitoba



fig. 008 : odanah shale

fig. 009: volcanic ash deposits mixed with shale

fig. 010: millwood clay

fig. 011: exposed morden member, boyne and shales - sample taken from spencer’s ditch
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fig. 012: abandoned schoolhouse on mowbray plateau



Nestled within the Pembina River Valley, along the border of  Canada and the United States, is the Mowbray Plateau and 

just south of  its thick forests is the small “ghost town “of  Mowbray. In 1880, the rich soils and abundance of  water and 

wood brought families across the Prairie to settle. The small town of  Mowbray located on the border of  Canada and the 

United States, had a bright future when the railroad was built, bringing travellers and a fine economy.  Two schools were 

built in 1906, one 3 kilometres north of  town in the valley and one at the border. Prohibition laws in 1919 in the USA 

only made the town profitable with rum row and cars would be lined up at the border and, people would walk across to 

the dancehall/salon to purchase liquor. The 1930s not only brought border patrols which quickly quashed liquor runs, but 

the droughts from 1934 to 1940 also devastated the farmlands. The town grew increasingly quiet after the rail service was 

reduced down to one train per week and the businesses suffered accordingly.

After World War II, most returning young men chose to settle elsewhere, further reducing the population in town.  

Mowbray slowly became a “ghost town” and little remains, with the only standing structure being the CPR station, the 

schoolhouse in the valley and scattered skeletons of  barns. The valley is still farmed by families that have owned the land 

through generations. This quiet history and rich land has so much more to offer than simply stories of  the past.  

The land that surrounds it and is rooted deep within it contains the future of  Mowbray.
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fig. 013: abandoned mowbray cpr station



fig. 015: (next spread) current agriculture on mowbray 012
fig. 014: remnants of mowbray - schoolhouse ledger
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fig. 016: wine regions and current cold-climate regions

Current Wine ProduCing regions

Current Cold Climate ProduCing regions



whether a person accepts arguments about climate change or not, there is evidence of  an unquestionable global shift 

within the climate. We are inundated with news and images of  flash floods, unusual storm patterns, unprecedented heat 

waves, and regions experiencing weather that could not have been fathomed 50 years ago. The world is changing, and 

although there are many movements to prevent the acceleration rate of  climate change, there should be a focus as well on 

embracing the change and creating positive outcomes. Plants are very susceptible to even the slightest changes in climate, 

and this can easily be seen in world-wide wine production. Vineyards in regions where there has been winemaking for 

centuries, are beginning to fear potential loss of  millions of  dollars in revenue, thousands of  acres of  grapes and, most 

important, loss of  historical regions and varietals.  "The fact is that climate change will lead to a huge shakeup in the 

geographic distribution of  wine production," said Lee Hannah, a senior scientist at Conservation International and an 

author of  the study Climate Change, wine and conservation. 

Researchers expect big changes in grape growing regions that enjoy the cool winters and hot dry summers. "It will be harder 

and harder to grow those varieties that are currently growing in places in Europe," Hannah said. "It doesn't necessarily 

mean that [they] can't be grown there, but it will require irrigation and special inputs to make it work, and that will make it 

more and more expensive." (in Goldenberg, “Climate change will threaten wine production, study shows,” 2013) 
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Winnipeg
MANITOBA

Prairie Cities

Winnipeg and Climate Change
The climate determines almost everything about how we design, 
build, and live in our cities. As the climate changes, the safety and 
prosperity of our cities is put at risk. Climate change is a 
challenge that requires us to work together, locally, nationally, 
and globally. With technical know-how, political will, targeted 
investments, and collective commitment, we can mitigate the 
severity of climate change and build resilience to its impacts.

Climate Change and Health
High temperatures in urban centres can be hazardous, especially 
for the elderly, the chronically ill, and those without air 
conditioning. High and prolonged heat can also impact air 
quality, facilitate the spread of harmful diseases, inhibit outdoor 
activities, and cause stress and anxiety. We can adapt with 
measures such as shaded areas, green roofs, and supports for 
those who need help during heat waves. 

Climate Change and Extreme Weather
A warmer climate may increase the chance of more extreme 
weather, including high winds, flash floods, hail, lightning, 
tornadoes, drought, and wildfires. Cities must improve their 
planning and engineering, emergency preparedness, and water 
management to cultivate resilience.

Climate Change and Infrastructure 
Climate change may threaten the integrity of infrastructure such 
as roads, bridges, water supply, and telecommunications, most of 
which has not been built to withstand future extremes. 
Emergency preparedness, planning, and construction practices 
for retrofits and new development that take the new climate 
reality into account can increase our adaptive capacity. Acting 
now will reduce economic risk and save on the rapidly increasing 
long-term damages and costs associated with climate change.
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fig. 017: climate change projections for prairies- winnipeg data017



Increasing the cost of  labour and techniques within the vineyard will not only be costlier to the wineries, but that increase 

will be passed on to the consumer. A wine that currently has a perceived value of  x amount will be not be seen as 

favourable or have that same value if  the consumer has to pay three times the amount. When wineries are met with this 

resistance, especially with losing finances, options for either shutting down the winery or looking to purchase land at higher 

altitudes will occur. Ongoing research by the Prairie Climate Centre shows that locally, for Winnipeg, the next 30 to 50 years 

will bring an average increase in days where the temperature will be higher than 30 degrees Celsius.  

(Climate Atlas of  Canada 2018)

This increase in mean temperature not only indicates that the grapes would have a chance to ripen quicker and earlier, it 

also can be speculated that there will be a potential increase into a longer growing season. With the higher temperatures, 

the grapes have a chance to ripen, producing higher levels of  sugars (brix) and lessening the amount of  acidity in the juice, 

thereby producing a more refined wine. Plants require a certain number of  growing degree days above certain temperatures 

to grow to full maturity. Growing degree days (GDD) are based on that particular plants’ base temperature. Grapes on 

average have a base temperature of  10oC. 
Average GDD

> 5 oC 1750-1800 
    > 10 oC 1050-1100 

 > 15 oC 500-550

Present 
Mowbray
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fig. 018: the spanish pyrenees
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“In Canada, where the emerging cool climate wine industry is currently limited in scope by frequent damaging temperatures 

in the winter, warmer temperatures may be favourable for grape production and increase the range of  current viticultural 

areas”. (Holland and Smit 2010, 131)

In 2012, Spanish producer, Bodegas Torres purchased 195 hectares in the Pyrenees mountains located on the border of  

Spain and France. The land is currently not viable for growing grapes but is anticipated to be ready to produce wines in  

20 years. Champagne houses in France have been purchasing property in areas of  Kent near the cliffs of  Dover in England 

as the climate shifts. The soil types are similar and will produce exquisite Champagnes in the future, but the land itself  costs 

substantially less. (Palmer, 2013)

Grapes are one representation of  the variety of  crops that will shift in accordance with climate change as well have 

significant wider implications for the environment. Implementing landscape strategies prior to the shifts as well during  

them will reduce the impact on surrounding ecologies and ease the transition. 
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fig. 019: shale with volcanic ash

fig. 020: (next spread) red trail vineyard in fall
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“terroir is many-faceted. the general assumption is that this 
word speaks only to the geology of the land in which we 
grow wine, or fruits, flowers, and vegetables, or livestock. 
but this word encompasses more than merely schist and clay, 
sand and chalk. 

terroir is about mud and stones, but it also about the varietal 
nature of the plants or animals that grow in or on this land, 
the microclimate of a hillside or plain, and the personality of 
those who do the tending. 

it represents the six sides of the honeycomb:
geology

variety

geography

climate

social culture

and the human hand.”
(heekin 2014, 11)
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fig. 021: marquette grapes dried on the vine in late september at red trail vineyard025



cold-climate viticulture is not a new phenomenon. In the early 1900s a program was begun for breeding cold-hardy grapes 

through the University of  Minnesota. Just as the program was making headway, the Prohibition Act was instituted across 

North America, shutting any and all research down. The consumption of  alcohol, let alone research regarding growing 

grapes and producing alcohol was illegal. At that time, Elmer Swenson who is known as the grandfather of  cold-climate 

grape growing, was just a boy. His family were primarily farmers, but they did grow small parcels of  grapes, which he helped 

tend. After inheriting 120 acres from his family when he married, he began to experiment with cross breeding his own 

grapes with Vitus riparia “riverbank” grapes brought over from east of  the Rocky Mountains.  He became involved with 

the University of  Minnesota’s grape-breeding program out of  his own passion to pursue hardy cold-climate grapes. One of  

the first successful grapes to be grown was a clone of Vitus labrusca, which was commonly known for its excellent preserve 

capabilities. When the juices were pressed for wine-making they produced a very earthy, musky, fox-like scent, which was 

not desirable for consumption. The rootstock of  the Vitus labrusca did prove to be cold hardy, and the bud-break was 

almost a week later than other breeds, thus giving it that much more protection from late-season frosts.   

He continued breeding grapes with another breeder after he left the University in 1979, which led to the development of  

the other Swenson hybrids, such as St.Croix, Kay Gray, Swenson Red and Louise Swenson. Without his dedicated research 

still assisting production in the programs at Minnesota as well as North Dakota State University, other grapes such as La 

Crescent and Petite Pearl would not have come into being. 
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fig. 022: frontenac gris grapes ready for fall harvest at red trail vineyard in north dakota

fig. 023: (next spread) native flora in the pembina river valley027



Currently in Canada, cold-climate grape growing has been most successful in parts of  Quebec including the Isle d’ 

Madeleine in the Gulf  of  St. Lawrence, where the winters are temperate but summers are also cooler. Although Quebec 

is better known for their cider production, particularly ice cider, the production of  wine is increasing. When the data 

collection phase of  this practicum was undertaken, vine plantings had been increasing by 100,000 rootstocks per year,  

with the province having planted over 87 hectares of  vines (Plocher and Parke, 2008).

Reaching across the ocean, areas which seem unlikely to grow vines produce remarkable wines. There are numerous  

cold-climate vineyards in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Northern China, Latvia, Estonia, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland 

and even Alaska. 
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traces of  wine storage date back to buried vessels found in dwellings from 5400-5000 BC in the mountains of  Iran.  

In these instances, the fermented grape must was discovered when foragers left berries and juices remaining in clay 

containers, where the heat and bacteria transformed the liquid. Whether the discovery of  this accidental by-product is what 

prompted the laying of  the jars on their side with clay stoppers acting as a cork to prevent oxidization, or the curiosity to 

produce more of  the strong liquid, the process of  winemaking had begun. Initially, grapes were harvested from wild vines  

(Vitus vinifera sylvestris), growing in the forests, rocky crevices or the banks of  rivers. Grapes were picked and eaten, dried or 

crushed for their juices to make wine meant to be drunk within a short period of  time. In some cases, the wine was blended 

with various herbs and teas, and fermented grape must (wine) was used medically to elevate moods, and to calm stomach 

and skin ailments. During the discovery of  making wine, it became apparent which grapes had a higher juice to seeds and 

skin ratio, which were sweeter, which ripened faster and which were easier to breed. This process led to the domestication 

of  wild grapes, resulting in the now Vitus vinifera—vine that bears wine growing grapes. The parent grape Vitus vinifera is 

grown all over the globe for vinifying and drying, while Vitus lambrusca is typically used for table grapes.

There are four primary methods of  practising viticulture: Natural, Biodynamic, Organic and Conventional.  
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Natural wine-making has become a new trend in the latter part of  the 2010s. It is a revival of  the first ways of  viticulture. 

The grapes are left to grow with minimal intervention. Little or no chemical fertilizer, insecticide or herbicides are used.  

This process follows in the vinification itself, where either low amounts of  sulphur are added or none at all. The end goal 

is to produce wine that is alive—reflecting accurately the terroir, and the phenology that contributes to the profile of  

the wine. One of  the main reasons that natural wine-making has made its way back into mainstream culture is increasing 

awareness of  the food or drink we consume. Like agriculture, with its emphasis on mass production where productivity 

is valued and measures are taken to make those crops perform consistently and produce the same quality year after year, 

viticulture has followed the same path. “Like soybeans in Illinois or bananas in Ecuador, most wine grapes grown globally 

are clones treated as a commodity and the size of  winemaking operations has grown to match” (Burgöndy, 2018). 

As the vineyards have grown so has the need to control the vines to produce in mass using massive amounts of  fertilizers, 

herbicides, and machinery. Anything that was natural to the process  (the ‘organic’ cycle of  the vine) is taken away, and these 

processes destroy the land and biological systems that the vines depend on. The process does not end there, with additive 

manipulation, man-made yeast extracts, colours and flavours can further manipulate the wine to be identical for every 

vintage. There are, however, pros to having a consistent wine—quality control, consistency, sales, accountability. These are 

huge factors, particularly for larger companies. However, you would not be able to tell from the wine if  it was a particularly 

hot year, the amount of  precipitation, or the vineyards from which the producer obtained the grapes. 

natural vs. conventional
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“This approach is modern, it is technical, it requires research and laboratories, therefore, it is progress. This kind of  

progress is an outgrowth of  the sometimes valuable but oft-misplaced human optimism in our ability to outdo nature….” 

(Burgöndy, 2018)

Natural wine is the complete opposite. It begins with a biological and ecological approach to working with the land versus 

manipulating it to meet a quota or standard. The majority of  natural wine producers are small-scale producers, who tend to 

seek to preserve the balance between nature and humankind, and thus produe a wine which reflects that process.  

“….the goal being to allow the developing wine to speak rather than tell it what to say.” (Burgöndy, 2018) 

The purpose here is not to completely pit natural wine-making against modern methods, but to show the differences 

between methods both in the field and in the winery. “Natural wine illustrates the possibility of  an alternative institutional 

framework, built on solidarity and collective forms of  representation, unmoored from the bourgeois state as a guarantor of  

authenticity.” (Martinell and de Loup, 2018)
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But what are the disadvantages of  natural winemaking? There is something to be said for being able to uncork a wine 

one night and the week after, the same wine, and there is no bottle variance. The industry believes that the is what the 

majority of  wine consumers see—for instance a Cabernet Sauvignon that shows a nose of  tobacco, ripe fruits and hints 

of  leather. They want to take pleasure in what they are drinking without trying to decipher why it smells, for instance, like 

a wet canine. With natural winemaking, the bottle variance can be either subtle or glaring. The less variance, the better the 

average consumer can be persuaded to try a bottle and enjoy it.  More often than not, notes from tasting natural wine might 

include-

“the house wine at a Roman orgy”

“tastes like the dying wish of  a blooming magnolia pot”

“raspberry, lightly effervescent, bark, spice on finish, blood orange rind”

“off-brand, two stripe Adidas velour track suit-crumpled, on the floor, by a damaged KFC bucket w/two wing tip bones.” 

(Burgöndy, 2018)
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The ideas on which biodynamic farming is based came from lectures by philosopher and scientist Rudolf  Steiner in 1924. 

It is defined not by the actions of  farming but rather the way the farmer thinks about farming, and therefore, reacts to 

natural circumstances. It is essentially a philosophy that has intertwined science into its guidelines and it comes with a rigid 

protocol for how to plant, harvest, compost and nurture the land “…considering the farm in its entirety as a living system, 

and seeing it in the context of  a wider pattern of  lunar and cosmic rhythms.” (Goode 2014, 69) As with natural viticulture, 

no chemicals are used on the land, and when it comes to treating disease or even insects, the approach taken is that the 

problem is not the cause, but rather that there is a disruption within the overall system, or the land, and when that is 

corrected, the issue will resolve itself. The yearly calendar is divided into four types of  days; leaf  days, flower days, root days 

and fruit days. These also translate into when the wine should be consumed. According to the calendar, fruit days are ideal 

for harvesting grapes, root days are for maintenance and pruning, flower days are for letting the earth rest and recharge, and 

leaf  days are for feeding and watering the vines.  These days are based on the theory of  Plato’s, earth, water, wind and fire 

in which all elements are connected and interact with each other, but must be addressed on a separate basis.  

The following has been extracted from Wikipedia and gives an indication of  some of  the processes.

biodynamic
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“Field preparation

Field preparations, for stimulating humus formation:

•	 500:	(horn-manure)	a	humus	mixture	prepared	by	filling	the	horn	of 	a	cow	with	cow	manure	and	burying	

it	in	the	ground	(40–60	cm	below	the	surface)	in	the	autumn.	It	is	left	to	decompose	during	the	winter	and	

recovered	for	use	the	following	spring.	

•	 501:	Crushed	powdered	quartz	prepared	by	stuffing	it	into	a	horn	of 	a	cow	and	buried	into	the	ground	

in	spring	and	taken	out	in	autumn.	It	can	be	mixed	with	500	but	usually	prepared	on	its	own	(mixture	of 	1	

tablespoon	of 	quartz	powder	to	250	liters	of 	water)	The	mixture	is	sprayed	under	very	low	pressure	over	the	crop	

during	the	wet	season,	in	an	attempt	to	prevent	fungal	diseases.	It	should	be	sprayed	on	an	overcast	day	or	early	

in	the	morning	to	prevent	burning	of 	the	leaves.	

The	application	rate	of 	the	biodynamic	field	spray	preparations	(i.e.,	500	and	501)	are	300	grams	per	hectare	of 	

horn	manure	and	5	grams	per	hectare	of 	horn	silica.	These	are	made	by	stirring	the	ingredients	into	20-50	liters	

of 	water	per	hectare	for	an	hour,	using	a	prescribed	method.	

Compost preparation

Compost	preparations,	used	for	preparing	compost,	employ	herbs	which	are	frequently	used	in	medicinal	

remedies.	Many	of 	the	same	herbs	are	used	in	organic	practices	to	make	foliar	fertilizers,	turned	into	the	soil	as	

green	manure,	or	in	composting.	The	preparations	include:
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•	 502:	Yarrow	blossoms	(Achillea	millefolium)	are	stuffed	into	urinary	bladders	from	red	deer	(Cervus	

elaphus),	placed	in	the	sun	during	summer,	buried	in	earth	during	winter	and	retrieved	in	the	spring.	

•	 503:	Chamomile	blossoms	(Matricaria	recutita)	are	stuffed	into	small	intestines	from	cattle	buried	in	

humus-rich earth in the autumn and retrieved in the spring. 

•	 504:	Stinging	nettle	(Urtica	dioica)	plants	in	full	bloom	are	stuffed	together	underground	surrounded	on	

all	sides	by	peat	for	a	year.	

•	 505:	Oak	bark	(Quercus	robur)	is	chopped	in	small	pieces,	placed	inside	the	skull	of 	a	domesticated	

animal,	surrounded	by	peat	and	buried	in	earth	in	a	place	where	lots	of 	rain	water	runs	past.	

•	 506:	Dandelion	flowers	(Taraxacum	officinale)	are	stuffed	into	the	mesentery	of 	a	cow	and	buried	in	earth	

during	winter	and	retrieved	in	the	spring.	

•	 507:	Valerian	flowers	(Valeriana	officinalis)	are	extracted	into	water.	

•	 508:	Horsetail	(Equisetum)	extracted	into	water	and	made	into	a	tea	which	sits	outside	24-48	hours	to	

harvest	the	power	of 	the	moon	and	sun	before	using.” (Wikipedia, 2018)

This method definitely reflects a traditional if  not “hippie” approach to the earth, and there are many large producers, in 

Burgundy, Bordeaux and California who practice biodynamic farming. But this has not demonstrated that is an optimal or 

efficient way of  farming. Some of  the methods are more time consuming, with the focus is on earth, rather than the crop. 

Documents suggest that yields tend to be lower, but that the quality of  the product has been higher.
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Biodynamic farming is considered to be a derivative of  organic farming since similar methods are used. The structure  of  

organic farming is more flexible, but there are regulations and policies that still need to be observed. The primary difference 

between the two methods is that biodynamic is a closed network, where what has been harvested from the earth is recycled 

back into it. With organic farming the use of  synthetic herbicides, fertilizers and insecticides is prohibited, but ingredients 

from outside the vineyard can be brought in and used, such as seaweed, a commonly used organic fertilizer.   

Organic, biodynamic and natural farming can be very beneficial to the land and produce outstanding wines, however, each 

of  these methods is very sensitive to the area in which they are being used. Since there are no synthetic materials used in 

organic farming, there is a higher chance of  fungal diseases such as powdery mildew forming. This can occur in regions 

with higher humidity, such as Burgundy and Rhone that experience a continental climate. Although it is done, it can be 

quite costly if  the vines become diseased. Options to treat with chemicals are considered but the winery must remove any 

organic certification for a minimum of  three years before re-certification can be assessed. The other option would be to 

remove diseased vines and replant, but again at a high cost. Therefore, regions that have a Mediterranean-like climate such 

as California and Southern Australia with lower humidity, can practice organic farming at a lower cost. 

organic
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There are many benefits as well drawbacks to each method for growing vines. In southern Manitoba, the Prairies are 

classified as having a continental climate with some areas being semi-arid. This classification is based on past and current 

climactic conditions and as the shift occurs, there is a very good chance that the classification will be less static and areas of  

the province will be presented with new conditions. This, however, does not detract from wanting to implement a variety 

of  methods from each technique, creating a combination of  farming that is suitable for the site.  Once the site is fully 

functional with crops, grapes and orchards, it should be possible to eliminate any use of  conventional chemicals on any 

plants, so that the site as a whole would be balanced and function symbiotically.

natural – intercrop plantings, smaller established microclimates, limiting the use of  synthetics where possible, using avian 

livestock to control invasive weeds as well insects. 

biodynamic- Tea produced fertilizers from plantings, animal manure buried in vineyard sections, observing seasonal 

changes annually to determine new plantings.

conventional – Permitting the use of  non-complex, as close to chemical-free products on the site if  required and all other 

methods have been used first. 

fig. 024: (next spread) grapevines in winter in osoyoos
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CyPress hills vineyard 
and Winery 

red trail vineyard

agassiz shores orChards and Winery

menold farm 

dudgeon farm 

moWbray Plateau

fig. 025: map detailing case study locations
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upon development of  the case study research for this practicum, it not only made sense to reach out to existing cold-

climate wineries, but also to visit them to experience the sites themselves. With questionnaires in hand, I planned visits with 

the selected growers to their vineyards in North Dakota, and telephone interviews with the others. The questionnaire was 

meant to develop an understanding of  the methods used in the vineyard regarding over-wintering vines, trellis systems, pest 

control, irrigation as well vineyard layout and orientation. The use of  intercrop planting was also a high priority to inform 

the final design. Intercrop planting within a vineyard not only promotes biodiversity between the existing site’s landscape 

but also an evolution of  a polyculture between that and the newly planted crops and the wildlife that it will attract. 

Community support was also looked at, especially since it is not seen as mainstream agriculture in this climate, but more of  

a side business or hobby.

Cold-climate viticulture is still a young community in North Dakota and the Canadian Prairies, however there has been 

momentum in producing outstanding wine as well cloning hardy hybrid varietals that can survive in more extreme climates.  

More than half  of  the hybrids and crosses that are grown at North Dakota State University (NDSU) were variants created 

by Elmer Swenson. With the curiosity and demand increasing from local farmers who wanted either to diversify crops or to 

experiment with grapes, NDSU annually produce a minimum of  6000 seedlings. These rootstocks have become increasingly 

accessible through local greenhouses and nurseries, allowing experimentation to increase substantially. Within North 

America, the cold-climate culture stretches as far as the east coast of  Canada and the northeast coast of  the United States, 

and as far west as the western edge of  Saskatchewan. The progress that had been made in the last decade alone created 
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interest from farmers in southern Manitoba to begin experimenting with smaller crops from the available rootstocks.  

The following case studies were gathered from North Dakota, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. The five vineyards that were 

selected were Red Trail Vineyard and Agassiz Shores Orchards and Vineyards located in Wheatland, North Dakota,  

Cypress Hills Vineyard and Winery in Maple Creek, Saskatchewan, and the Menold and Dudgeon Farms just south of  

Carman, Manitoba. The interviews and visits revealed the strengths, strides and struggles each grower and region have 

encountered. This research informed the final framework for the site design to represent an accurate depiction of  what can 

evolve with applying landscape architecture principles in an changing agricultural context. 
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fig. 026:  
red trail 
aerial image 
(google maps, 2018)



red trail vineyard
wheatland, north dakota

fig. 027: map locating red trail vineyard



fig. 028: (top) red trail vineyard

fig. 029: red trail vineyard tasting room



red trail vineyard
Red Trail Vineyard, located in Wheatland, North Dakota was one of  the first vineyards in the state and established in 

2003. The winery was named after the historical red trail that settlers took through the Dakota states. The primary crop 

was soybeans with the initial intent to convert the fields to juice-producing vines to sell to wineries. After the first year of  

planting 120 vines, which was a fraction of  the owner’s plan, they realized how labour-intensive a vineyard would be.  

The following years, more varietals were planted in experimental batches to test their hardiness and viability.  

In 2013, 13 varietals were being grown in both the north and south vineyards, including two varietals that were used for  

Red Trail’s ice wine. Currently, the vineyard is focused on growing ten varietals, two of  which show substantial promise; 

Petite Pearl and Crimson Pearl.

geology and physical composition

Red Trail Vineyard, even though it is located only seven miles west of  Agassiz Shores Vineyard and Orchard, exhibits an 

entirely different geological structure. While the latter is located on one of  the last shores of  glacial Lake Agassiz and the 

parent materials are composed of  glaciofluvial sediments, this vineyard is a complete opposite. The composition of  soils 

within Red Trail is comparable to those in the westerly and southern sections of  North Dakota with an abundance of  

sandy loam and heavy vegetative layers. Vallers and Barnes-Buse Loam, which are consistent with slopes of  3-6%, as well as 

Hamerly-Wyard Loam are present in the vineyard. These three in combination result in prime agricultural soils which, when 

drained adequately, can yield rich and diverse crops. This can be a contributing factor to particular varietals tending to thrive 
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king of 
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petite pearl

swenson red

somerset seedless

2117

st. croix

la crescent

marquette
prairie star

crimson pearl

frontenac gris
louise swenson

fig. 030: varietals grown
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better than others.  An example of  this would be the King of  North vine compared to the St.Croix. Where both rootstocks 

were planted at the same time on the same soil, the loam is naturally higher in pH, creating an imbalance for the St. Croix 

vine, ultimately leading to its demise. The rootstock of  the St. Croix is a hybrid cross from Elmer Swenson, and is most 

commonly bred with wild grape stocks, demanding lower pH in the soil. 

The north vineyard contained the Barnes-Buse Loam. This is also evident from the slight slopes in the most northern 

section of  the vineyard. A shelter belt was planted along the north and east sides of  the vineyard, but in order to prevent all 

the vines being sheltered and restricting beneficial air circulation, the southern and western sections were only planted with 

single rows of  trees.

somerset seedless

la crescent

marquette

fig. 031: king of the north vines at red trail in fall
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cultivation and factors affecting growth

 Consistent and controlled air flow through the planting rows reduces the susceptibility to powdery mildew, a common 

problem with vines. Effective air flow after significant rainfalls helps the plants to dry out more quickly.

Although the vineyard seeks to use as little pesticide and chemicals as possible within the property, there have been issues 

from the state rail line that runs just north of  the property. The chemicals that are continuously sprayed along the rail line 

to prevent vegetative growth (2-4D) are extremely harsh and can harm the sensitive buds and leaves on the vines. This is a 

matter that has not been resolved and that is unlikely to be unless there is more support arising from neighboring farms.

Similar to Agassiz Shores Vineyard (next case study) there is no fixed irrigation except when the vines were first planted. 

Again, “tough love” is apparent, especially when the grape production is secondary to a main livlihood. At the time of  

the interview in 2013, the owner, Rodney Hogen, had thought of  introducing a small drip irrigation line supplied from a 

nearby well to irrigate plantings of  Petite Pearl. This experiment to see if  these vines grow differently would only be only be 

beneficial if  the clusters produced more fruit but the quality of  the juice was not affected.
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Experiments were also undertaken in providing winter coverage for the vines but, similar to the Menold’s practice  

(later case study), the best solution for climates such as these is to have as much snow coverage as possible. Laying the 

vines down in the fall time and covering them is another method, but tends to be laborious especially when the vineyard is 

a “hobby”. Dried stalks of  corn or flax sheaths have also been used, but such methods tend to attract wintering animals, 

which can lead to younger fragile root stocks being destroyed.

community support

Community support is an integral requirement for a successful vineyard. A larger community of  grape growers also helps. 

As the vineyard began to grow from 2003 the owner and a local proprietor who buys and produces wine from local 

farmers, began to showcase photos of  the vineyard at tradeshows. The interest grew and people were intrigued to see actual 

grapes and a working vineyard within North Dakota. The family refurbished an old barn to act as a tasting bar and then 

added a purpose-built fully-functioning kitchen. Red Trail seasonally hosts Friday night dinners in the vineyard. It continues 

to be a favourite with neighbors and attracts visitors who enjoy the ambience and the experience of  trying locally grown 

and produced wine.
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fig. 032: 
agassiz shores vineyard  
and orchard 
aerial image 
(google maps, 2018)



agassiz shores vineyard 
wheatland, north dakota

and orchard
fig. 033: map locating agassiz shores vineyard



fig. 034: grapes ripening in july in st. catherines, ontario
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Glacial Lake Agassiz spanned the province of  Manitoba with a portion of  its shallower shores and beaches carved into the 

land of  what is now North Dakota. Nestled at the southern tip of  the Lake Agassiz shore bed is the winery appropriately 

named Agassiz Shores. Established in 2010, the vineyard located in Wheatland, North Dakota, had been cultivating and 

producing juice from their small harvest of  grapes for several years. Grape growing evolved from a personal passion 

and hobby as the owners used these grounds as an experimental journey and experience to aid the continued growth 

and establishment of  cold-climate viticulture in North Dakota.  The 4.86 hectare parcel grew not only grapes, which are 

allocated to 1.46 hectares of  the property, but also a wide variety of  berries and small fruits which created diversity in the 

product as well in the wildlife and ecology of  the vineyard/farm. This cultivation practice was a common element within 

the community of  grape growers, as well their openness to share information about methods—which is a vital aspect of  

community growth, communication and support.
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fig. 035: varietals grown
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marquette

somerset seedless

la crescent

st. pepin

frontenac

geology and physical composition

Seen in both topographical mappings and in satellite imagery, the 1.46 hectare vineyard contained four similar but varying 

soil types left from the geological periodic shifts and the retreating glacier. The parent materials found within soils were 

composed of  glaciofluvial deposits with the youngest layers being composed of  sandy loam and loamy alluvium and gravel, 

which is typical of  shorelines. Several soil types on th at property were also noted: 

Gardena Loam with Sandy Glacio-lacustrine deposits

Anter-Wyard Loam

Warssing Loam (loamy alluvium over sandy gravel glaciofluvial deposits)

Renshaw Sioux (glacial deposits) 

The slope of  the land also indicated the presence of  the shoreline with maximum grades of  3% with an average of  2% 

within the vineyard itself. The upper layers of  soil displayed adequate drainage, with exceptions in periods of  floods, which 

can be a result of  proximity to both the Red River and other tertiary channels which are frequent in fields. Glacial scars dot 

the landscape creating potholes that are fed by spring run off  and act as the main source of  irrigation water for the crops 

and vines. 

As with most cold-climate vineyards with minimal slopes, establishing a north-south orientation for the vineyard is essential 

for maximizing sunlight on the vines, as well as minimizing shading of  the vines from one row to another. Extremes in 

temperature can wreak havoc on vines, especially new plantings. Testing the vines to survive in temperatures that drop 

beyond -40o Celsius, can be a very trying practice and is often what each of  the vineyards has to experience for the first few 

years if  not a decade, before discovering rootstocks that are hardy enough to produce grapes of  quality juices and size. 
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cultivation and factors affecting growth

In comparison to the majority of  vineyards cultivated in temperate climates such as California, there was a certain level of  

“tough love” practiced in most of  the vineyards producing cold-climate wines. 

Extreme temperatures, inconsistent snow insulation, wind speeds and overwintering animals as well as drought during 

summer months and overland flooding are all factors that can affect vine growth. 

For the first two years all the rootstocks are secured within growth tubes to ensure the stability of  the stock and to protect 

from small animals eating the fresh bark. Typically, if  the vines can survive the first two years, their viability doubles.  

If  in the third year the vines began to produce fruit of  a manageable size that is not bitter and has an excellent skin to 

juice ratio, the viability triples. Similar to other cold-climate vineyards, this is not a full-time operation, unlike the vineyards 

in California or Australia. This remains a passion; one that continues to grow and evolve, but the vines grown in these 

regions must be resilient and be able to withstand harsher conditions than the typical wine region. Dieback of  the vines is 

most severe in the winter months, but the most effective way of  insulating the roots is hilling the base of  the stalks with 

surrounding soils as well as ensuring proper snow coverage. The minimum amount of  snow to insulate the vines to prevent 

winterkill occurring is 300 mm.
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community support

The winery was expected to open its doors officially in the latter part of  2014, but due to unforeseen circumstances, it was 

delayed till the winter of  2017. The winery has plans to invite the public into their winery for tastings and tours, beginning 

in June 2018. Agassiz Shores is included in the North Dakota wine trail that highlights vineyards, a cidery and a local 

brewer. Several fruit wines, with fruit harvested from their orchards, will be showcased alongside four of  their estate-grown 

and produced wines. 
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fig. 036: 
cypress hills 
vineyard and winery 
aerial image 
(google maps, 2018)



cypress hills vineyard 
maple creek, saskatchewan
and winery

fig. 037: map locating cypress hills vineyard



fig. 038: mature rootstocks in st. catherines, ontario
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Cypress Hills Vineyard and Winery is the first commercial vineyard/winery in Saskatchewan. Situated near the Alberta 

border nestled between the Cypress Hills and Maple Creek, the winery began from passion for wine and the need for 

diversification. Originally cattle ranchers, the owners decided to convert their grape-growing hobby into a new business in 

2003 when Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) impacted the industry. The success of  the Valiant grapes that were 

planted originally in 1995 inspired the couple to branch out and begin experimenting with a number of  Elmer Swenson 

varietals brought in from Ontario or Quebec. By 2013, the winery produced around 3300 cases of  wine per year, including 

their own blackberry and rhubarb blends. At that time the vineyard hosted 15-20,000 visitors annually and employed 25 

staff. In 2017, because of  the demands of  running both the publicly open winery and servicing retail demands, the owners 

announced that they were closing doors to the pubic. Focusing on their fruit-based wines, their products are available across 

Saskatchewan as well, online.
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fig. 039: varietals grown
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geology and physical composition

Cypress Hills has a substantial elevation change compared to the vineyards in Manitoba and North Dakota. The vineyard 

sits at an elevation of  1066 metres on a combination of  silty, sandy loam and clay loam soils. While this type of  soil is 

similar to the soil in a majority of  California and Oregon vineyards, the climate plays a huge role in the grape growing.  

The southern slope exposure, although very good for heat retention, experiences high winds that come off  the nearby 

ranges. Rows of  Carragana shrubs were planted along the exposed sides creating the windbreak that protects the vines from  

over-drying in the hot arid summer winds. The Cypress Hills area can be very desert-like, and it can be prone to high winds 

exposing loose soils and causing erosion. 

vineyard

0.8 hectares were planted in 2004 with an additional 0.6 hectares in 2005, and 0.2 hectares in 2007. In 2010 severe overland 

flooding occurred, destroying more than half  the vineyard, prompting replanting of  the destroyed vines. Rows run north to 

south to optimize the amount of  light to the vines and reduce shading and are spaced 2.13 metres (7 feet) apart with each 

vine planted with 1.83 metres (6 feet) on centre.
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cultivation and factors affecting growth

Cypress Hills, being near the range, can be greatly affected by climate. The north slope can experience chinooks during the 

winter, which results in what little snow cover is on ground dissipating quite quickly. With temperatures -40o C in winter, 

the insulation of  the vines is affected. This is one of  the reasons why the owners practise a very low trellising system that 

enables the grapes and vines to grow along the ground similar to systems for cucumbers or squash plants. Although this 

method creates some insulation, it exposes all the vines to destruction by smaller animals. Using rows of  sod around the 

vine roots to add insulation was another method tried, but with the site previously being old hay fields, the rhizomatous 

root systems of  the brome grass took over and began to suffocate the vines. Three years later, the decision to remove the 

grass with chemicals while the grapes were dormant was completed. After that, landscape fabric was laid between the rows 

to deter weed growth.  

A further issue affecting growth of  the vines was the depth of  original planting. Since snow cover is not a reliable source of  

insulation in this area, if  the section where the initial bud emerges from the cutting was not 15 mm below the surface the, 

survival rate was extremely low.

All the vines are irrigated with drip irrigation with 4.55 LPH emitters, which primarily help to establish the vines for the 

first four years. The summers can be quite hot and semi-arid and along with the drying winds, consistent irrigation greatly 

aids in establishing deeper roots. The mature vines are not irrigated since the water table is high, unless temperatures are 

extreme for a long period. 
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Again the most effective test is survival rates. Since the vines are already on a very low trellis system, before the end of  the 

season the vines are pruned approximately 100 mm above ground level. Little hard wood remains, except on the Valiant, 

which aids winter survival. The less new stock that is exposed in the winter, the higher the survival of  the vine and previous 

season’s growth. Pruning the vines shorter tends to develop the harder gnarled vines closer to the ground bearing clusters 

around 150-250 mm off  the soil. This tends to be more laborious for pruning and harvesting, but it has been the most 

effective method for plant survival. The trellis systems will promote growth to 900 mm. 

The original 18 varietals of  Elmer Swenson vines that were experimented with were mostly destroyed by flooding in 2010. 

A few, such as Louise Swenson, survived. That particular varietal has an excellent high winter hardiness and excellent 

fruit but is very slow to establish. The highest success rate has been with Vandal Cliche which, like the Louise has strong 

winter hardiness, but also tends to bear a substantial amount of  fruit from secondary buds if  the primary ones are winter-

damaged. Valiant is grown more as a blending grape, as well for jams and juices. Its potential for quality wine-making is 

limited. Smaller amounts (20 or less) of  King of  North, Marquette and Sabrevois vines, which are excellent growers in 

North Dakota, have had less success. A major factor, again, may be the unpredictable snow cover, and secondarily the types 

of  soil. With a higher water table with clay loam, the roots may not be able to establish as deeply as in alluvial type loam 

soil.  
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community support

Cypress Hills Vineyard and Winery was one of  three commercial producing wineries in Saskatchewan in 2013. They were 

the only ones producing wines from grapes, as well as fruit-based wine. Support comes mainly from family and friends, with 

no assistance from any government agencies. Establishing a full working vineyard, tasting room and bistro greatly helped 

the winery become viable and helped to create a sense of  permanence. Tourism to the winery had increased year-on-year 

with 15,000-20,000 visitors trying the wines and experiencing grape growing on the edge of  the Prairies. The bulk of  the 

wines are fruit wines made from rhubarb and blackcurrant, as well as a crisp and fruity white wine produced from the 

Vandal Cliche (McGarry White) and light, low tannic, red blend of  DM8521-1 and Sabrevois (North Slope Red). 
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fig. 040: menold farm

aerial image 
(google maps, 2018)



menold farms
carman, manitoba

fig. 041: map locating menold farms



fig. 042: tom menold pruning vines (winnipeg free press november 9, 2013)075



The Menold Farm, located on the outskirts of  Carman, Manitoba in the Tobacco Creek Watershed, is home to a very 

experimental grain farmer. Since the late 1980s, brothers Tom and Ulrich Menold, friends of  the Dudgeon family, have 

been experimenting with different varietals of  grape.  The trio has planted, with some success, over 400 grape vine varietals. 

Not all have been conditioned to survive the colder climate, and there has been limited success after the initial bud break. 

The least successful have been varietals of  Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Chardonnay. The grapes that were harvested 

from the Menold’s 0.15 hectares of  vines, were primarily used for private and home consumption and preserves, but that 

has not stopped them from sourcing new clones from Quebec and Saskatchewan. 

geology and physical composition

The land was previously used for grain-growing. A soil analysis was not performed before any of  the grapes were planted 

because the ground was already fertile and productive. The land has little to no slope, but there has never been a concern 

about flooding. It is surrounded by natural brush and sections of  shelter belt. This provides the essential protection 

from harsh winter winds. The natural brush also aids in the transpiration of  excess ground water in the spring, reducing 

saturation of  the fields. 
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fig. 043: varietals grown
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pinot noir

Minnesota 78

severnji

marechal foch

vineyard

The first vines planted in 1999 consisted of  eight varietals with a combination of  some cold-hardy vines and a few 

traditional “typical” varietals.  The survival rate of  this first planting was very poor. There were significant losses from 

early spring frost after the initial bud break. Among the vines tested were Pinot Noir, Pinot Gris, Viognier, Marechal Foch, 

Severnji and Minnesota 78. In 2000, fifteen rows of  vines were replanted focusing on cool climate varietals. The rows were 

established 2.4 metres apart with a spacing of  800 mm on centre per vine. The adjoining page (Figure 43) illustrates the 

varietals planted.

cultivation and factors affecting growth

Methods of  cultivation and weed management can vary significantly from vineyard to vineyard. The Menolds placed black 

soil between the rows to make it easier to till and aerate the soil in the spring. Weeds and smaller pests are managed with 

herbicide and insecticide. Being on fairly open farmland in the Prairies also presents problems with larger pests such as 

deer and racoons. The Menolds have built a one layered 2.4 metre fence around the vines. This also stabilizes the nets used 

in the fall to prevent birds from eating the ripe sugar-laden grape clusters. Other pests of  concern are an annual plague of  

wasps (which can be somewhat managed with traps), and sap beetles, (which are attracted to small fruit-bearing bushes like 

raspberries planted nearby). 
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In preparation for winter the more tender vines are unfurled from their trellis after pruning, and lain down under insulating 

layers of  flax. Although this is laborious, and flax can be difficult to obtain, it does offer better protection and seems to 

reduce mice nesting in the winter.

community support

Tom Menold is a pioneer for grape growing in Manitoba and received support from the local community through  

word-of-mouth as a result of  his story being published in the Winnipeg Free Press. Tom tends to focus on experimenting 

with various grape varietals, whether they are cold-hardy or not.  
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fig. 044: 
dudgeon farm

aerial image 
(google maps, 2018)



dudgeon farm
carman, manitoba

fig. 045: map locating dudgeon farm



fig. 046: murray dudgeon in his home vineyard (winnipeg free press, nov 9, 2013)
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Located in southwest Manitoba, the vineyard is one of  a few scattered throughout the Carman and Morden areas. These 

vineyards, unlike the ones in North Dakota and in Saskatchewan, are primarily established for self-consumption. In 

comparison to the producing vineyards, the vineyard itself  covers .038 hectares, which is adequate for experimentation. The 

culture of  grape production for vinification in the Prairies is still at an early stage, even in comparison to operations south 

of  the border. Although the locations are only a few hundred miles apart, it cannot be presumed that there will be similar 

conditions in either soil or climate. This is demonstrated in the vineyards in Argentina or even France where different soil 

conditions can occur within a single vineyard, let alone an appellation. 

geology and physical composition

The Dudgeon Farm is located on the southern border of  Carman. The majority of  the soil is clay loam. According to the 

soil reconnaissance map of  Manitoba, this area is predominately Almasippi soil which is a combination of  sand and light 

fine sandy loam. The soil is phyto-hydromorphic which is the result of  seasonal water saturation causing the imbalance 

of  nutrients such as iron and B14. The land is classified as Class 2 Rolling Prairie which, if  followed south, ends with the 

Darlingford Moraine, located a few miles northeast of  the Mowbray Plateau. The site has an existing slope which provides 

appropriate drainage. Historically the land was used as cattle-feeding ground resulting in soil rich in nitrogen, phosphorus 

and potassium. The additional benefit of  the land containing these nutrients is that little to no additional fertilizers were 

needed since the organic carbon promotes healthy soils which are arid but have high water retention.
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fig. 047: varietals grown
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lucy kulhman

prairie star

coronation vineyard

The vineyard occupies 380 m2. Although smaller than other vineyards examined, the range of  experimental vines is wide. 

The Dudgeons currently grow 125 vines at one metre on centre with rows at three metres on centre. These spacings are 

quite common across the majority of  the cold-climate wineries, since farming equipment of  corresponding sizes are still 

used. A majority of  the vines experimented with did not have a hardy rootstock appropriate for this climate, resulting in 

a loss in the first winter. The Dudgeon family was open to investigating any and all rootstocks, which is why there are so 

many single varietal vines.
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cultivation and factors affecting growth

Similar methods were utilized to determine the longevity and survival rates of  the vines when compared to the other grape 

growers. It has been proven that a stressed vine shows more promise in production for complex juices than a well tended 

vine, as it will establish deeper roots in order to find nutrients and water. Establishing deep roots, especially in a colder 

climate will ensure a higher survival rate rather than a shallow rooted vine. Mainstream grape varietals, such as Chardonnay 

and Merlot had been experimented with but results were poor. The same planting and cultivation methods were used, but 

after four years of  growth the vines still had not grown over 100 mm before withering. The Merlot varietal belongs to 

Vitis vinifera varietals, which tend to be successful in temperate climates with longer growing degree days (GDD). It can 

be speculated that it is not the severity of  the winter temperatures that is hindering grape growth, since the snow coverage 

provides ample insulation, but more the shorter length of  GDD and varietal of  grape. Vitus valiant seems to be the hybrid 

cultivar that has the best survival rate, but in terms of  wine-making, this grape does not produce a comparable juice to 

those grown in more suitable climates. 

In order to harbour both moisture retention during warmer months and retain heat and adequate snow coverage, a low 

trellis system is used to grow the vines. Drawbacks to this system are that, if  there is overland flooding or excessive rain, 

the vines can experience mould if  air flow between the soil and foliage is not adequate. Lower trellis systems also allow 

smaller ground animals to eat new shoots and leaves, thereby hindering new growth. Nets and fencing can be utilized for 

protection, but can restrict access to the vines for the grape grower. 
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Little damage seems to have been caused by drifting chemical sprays from adjacent fields. 

This was the first interview conducted where the respondent commented about climate change. At the time of  interview, 

they had noticed a fluctuation during the winters, where the number of  days below -36o C were less than previous 

years. Observations during the spring of  2013 were a delayed spring melt as well unusual amounts of  precipitation in 

May. Looking back to the information gathered about climate change, this may be an indicator of  change, as well the 

unpredictability of  that shift. 

community support

Although there is community support with family, friends and others helping at harvest time, the scale of  support has 

not reached the same intensity as in North Dakota and Minnesota. The market is still small and unknown to most, even 

compared to North Dakota. It is anticipated that, with continued climate change, opportunities will arise for more extensive 

Prairie wine experimentation and production.
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fig. 048: vines covered with nets for protection in late summer from birds

fig. 049: (next spread) looking east on mowbray plateau—fields used for livestock feed



lessons learnt
Like a finely-tuned instrument, cold-climate viticulture must be tweaked-with, explorative and ultimately be part of  a 

series of  failed experiments. The culture has grown substantially, and since the interviews in 2013, there hae been other 

vineyards that have emerged in North Dakota and Minnesota. Overall the viticulture practices have been similar in style 

when compared as a whole.  Survival of  the fittest seemed to be the common theme amongst the growers and is, arguably 

the best option. As climate changes, there needs to be adaptability within the process of  viticulture rather than relying on 

evolving the plant with every subtle change. Vegetation has its own coping mechanisms which under duress will occur. 

Plants will send out more roots, wider and deeper to find nourishment, while leaf  canopies will develop thicker and larger 

leaves to shade and cover fruit during drier seasons. Over time, plants will evolve within reason to adapt and survive. 

The majority of  cold-climate viticulture within the last decade has focused on experimentation of  viticulture versus 

viniculture. There was a range of  varietals planted within each vineyard, with some crossover. Although Vitis valiant 

remains  the hardiest grape for cold-climate and adapts well to the present geological conditions, it is not ideally for 

vinification.  Vandal Cliche, which can withstand both the cold-climate, minimal snow coverage and thrive on a variety of  

soil conditions including sandy/silty loam as well as clay loam, shows promise.  Petite Pearl, and Frontenac varietals from 

the case studies proved to be hardy and produce good quality off-dry juices.   As newer research becomes available from 

local grape farmers, the University of  Saskatchewan and North Dakota State University, more varietals will become viable 

for the Prairie and, as the climate shifts, it will create more opportunities to experiment and grow. Based on the collected 

data, the important factors to mitigate on site are adequate snow coverage, vineyard orientation, heat retention, airflow and 

promotion of  healthy soils and the creation of  a polyculture.
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chapter six
mowbray



fig. 050 location of mowbray (scale 1:750,000)



The chosen site is in the Mowbray Plateau, an anomaly compared with other landscapes carved out by the retreating 

glaciers. Typically, there is more undulation within the topography in La Rivière, or in Pembina Valley Provincial Park.   

The site measures 7.2 kilometres east to west and 6.4 kilometres south to north with a gentle northward slope towards the 

Pembina River. Both the northern and southern edges sit at 479 metres ASL at the current Prairie landscape.  

The forests rich in oak groves, poplar, birch, dogwood and cranberry, surround the site and are dense on the southern, 

eastern and western edges. On the northern side the riparian forest gives way to steeper slopes where the erosion of  spring 

waters has exposed beds of  shale and clay. A smaller creek/ditch located at the eastern edge of  the plateau shows signs of  

rapid erosion from seasonal spring waters which can occur when farmers hold back water on their fields before releasing 

it through a culvert into the ditch. Any instable nutrient-containing soil can quickly be washed away downstream to the 

Pembina River, resulting in higher erosion and exposure of  underlying beds. Jackson Lake, located at the southwestern 

section of  the plateau, is joined by a smaller seasonal lake—the two combined are marshes—and is designated within a 

Wildlife Management Area (WMA).  The land on the plateau is primarily agricultural with planting of  pasture for cattle and 

horses on both the southern and northern sections. 

mowbray

brandon

winnipeg

carman

la rivière

pembina valley provincial park
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fig. 051: location of mowbray (scale 1:100,000)
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fig. 052: (right) location of mowbray (scale 1:20,000)
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riparian vegetation

contours

fig. 053: existing site conditions



Road sytems are built and measured on a mile-by-mile grid.  

The site has access on the north, south and east side.

Pembina River watershed drains west to east from Turtle Mountain through 

Manitoba, North Dakota and joins the Red River at the border of  North 

Dakota and Minnesota. The river fluctuates seasonally from spring run-off  and 

flooding. In the past 100 years, there has only been one flood and that coincided 

with the flood of  1997.

Vegetation consists of  thick forests of  oak, birch, dogwood, cranberry and 

willows. 

The total site measures just over seven by 6 kilometres with an elevation 

difference of  over 106 metres between existing Prairie floor and the Pembina 

River. The plateau slopes northward and is relatively flat with elevations of   

419 metres to 411 metres. 

site conditions

The sites experiences a predominant southwest wind during the summer and 

winter months funneling wind northward towards the Pembina River.
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north-south section

northeast-southwest section
fig. 054: contour map of mowbray
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fig. 055: north-south section of plateau 

site boundaries

fig. 056: (next spread)looking south towards jackson lake
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fig. 058: northeast-southwest section of plateau 

site boundaries

fig. 059: (next spread) looking north-east slope of plateau in mid-march
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chapter seven
design
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the design is broken down into four phases – 
i – rebuild: years 0-15
ii – establish: years 15-30
iii – grow: years 30-50
iv – evolve: years 30 +

land, as well as climate, is constantly evolving. Creating a static design for such a site would not allow for erratic shifts in 

the climate and, methods and technologies can change, as will grape varietals. Dividing up the design,  

or framework for the plateau allows for those changes to be reponded to and accommodated.

fig. 060: (next spread) proposed site design highlighting phase 1
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Known as the dustbowl drought, the 1930s wrough havoc on agricultural land across the Prairies.  Crops were either 

stunted or non-existent, storms of  dust stripped any soils of  nutrition. Mowbray Plateau was no different.  

Decades later, farmers were still restoring the soils, when another drought occurred in the 1980s.  

Again, valuable nutrients were lost to high winds and erosion.  

Phase 1 will take place over the first 15 years of  cultivating the site. Taking into consideration that with climate change, 

there will be higher chances of  erratic weather patterns, including droughts or flash floods, this phase focuses on rebuilding. 

The site is currently surrounded by dense forest bluffs, but on the plateau where crops are planted, there is very little 

to prevent wind erosion, water transpiration and heat protection. Building inward from the site edges, heavier plantings 

of  maple, spruce, lilacs, dogwoods and hawthorn are proposed on the north, south and western peripheries. These 

larger groups will not only slow wind speeds, they will also take in more moisture during heavy precipitation reducing 

ground saturation. During snowfalls, the groups will act as live snow fences, allowing for snow to mound near the crops, 

particularily the grapes, for winter insulation. Thinner plantings are proposed throughout the plateau to provide shelter to 

smaller animals, to divide the future crop sections and to divide the landscape visually. A mix of  willows, grasses, native 

dogwoods and raspberry bushes will be planted on the eastern edge, where erosion has been heaviest, in order to repair and 

restore the creek bank. The plantings will also  provide nourishment for livestock grazing.

At this time the mile-by-mile grid pattern roads will be altered to accommodate the bluffs and to prepare the future 

locations of  crops, vines and orchards. The approach to the plateau will remain the same from the north, but is proposed to 

create a series of  vistas on the drive tothe winery and farm - the principal destination on the site. 

phase i
rebuild: years 0-15 
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fig. 061: erosion from spring waters on east side of plateau

fig. 062: (right) proposed bluff diagram for site
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fig. 063: + 064: dolgo apples ripening in kelowna, bc 

fig. 065: (next spread) proposed design site map highlighting phase ii



phase ii
establish: years 15-30

Phase II is proposed to take place years 15 to 30. The bluffs planted in the first phase should have grown, matured and 

spread and slowly helped return essential nutrients back into the soil.  The edges of  the plateau would be stronger with 

vegetation and erosion should have been reduced. Cover crops would be introduced into the site to strengthen the existing 

soil and increase biomass. Increasing nitrogen in the soil through decomposing cover crops increases the soils’ productivity, 

nutrient retention, and it improves soils tilth and ability to hold water. Lavender fields, sunflowers, oats and flax would be 

the main crops planted. Since the “bloom” time differs between each plant, this would create a consistent palate of  colour 

throughout the plateau during the growing season. Meadows and native forbs would be planted as edges to the main crops. 

Additionally a cross section of  meadow is proposed through the plateau to act as an apiary, offering nectar to bees and 

butterflies. 

3.2 hectares are allocated on the northern side of  the plateau for Kerr, Dolgo, Winter Cheek and Red Sparkle Apples..  

These clones have been heavily experimented with at the University of  Saskatchewan and at Portage la Prairie in Manitoba. 

Each species has a different harvest date which would allow for  the maximum quantity to be picked. Kerr and Dolgo 

apples have been especially successful for cider production in the Prairies. Typically apple orchards take three to five years 

to establish, and planting at this stage should  therefore ensure substantial quantities from mature orchards for ample 

cider production. Cover crops are an integral component of  the site, to increase biomass to the soil, keep it healthy and 

productive, as well as being able to provide appropriate nutrients including carbon, nitrogen, and carbohydrates essential 
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to soil structure. Reducing dust and improving air quality through cover crops is essential during drier periods. They also 

can act as giant organic sponges. While some areas will require more drainage such as the vineyard located on the south 

of  the site—some areas will remain drier. Planting oats or grains in soils with more clay—such as those near the river— 

would help soak up excessive moisture which is vital to supplying water to the orchards. “One of  the objectives of  organic 

winegrowing is that plants will have larger root systems that dig deeper into the earth. Because soil nutrient concentrations 

from cover crops are lower but cover a larger area than synthetics from conventional fertilizers, root systems are 

encouraged to extend and gather nutrients from farther afield.” (Heekin, 2014) Using these crops, especially between vine 

rows eliminates the need for mowing, prevents soil compaction and weed control. Marrow—although it is typically seen as 

an invasive weed—is highly beneficial in vineyards. It prevents other invasive species from entering the soils, acts as a green 

manure to protect against frost—which can be devastating after an early spring or early fall—and when tilled in the spring, 

increases the biomass to the soil. The crops would not only provide sustenance to wildlife, insects and nearby communities, 

their colors and textures would also enhance the appearance of  the site. Lavender, sunflowers, oats, flax, meadow and native 

forbs would be used throughout the site. 

Tucked into the northeastern section of  the plateau, overlooking the cross of  the Pembina River valley, forests and fields of  

grain, will be the main structures of  the winery and farm. The small grouping of  buildings on this section would include a 

barn for small livestock including chickens and sheep, sheds for farming equipment, main living quarters and smaller cabins. 

Trees such as spruce, maple and birch would be  planted around the main yard creating an intimate shelter between the rest 

of  the plateau and the structures.

fig. 066: (next spread) apple orchards in winter 
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phase iii
grow: years 30-50

Phase III is dedicated to growth. The first 30 years would be spent creating a series of  areas with benefical microclimates 

on the plateau. These areas would support plant growth and wildlife and also define the land for the crops and vines. In 

line with climate change predictions, there will be increases in temperatures and in the number of  growing degree days. 

This is the point at which the grapevines would be planted.  The southern section of  the plateau sits at an elevation of  419 

metres in comparison to the northern section at 410 metres. Although the elevation difference seems miniscule, the vines 

will have more exposure to the sun during the day, and when the evenings cool, the southern side will experience cooling 

later than vegetation located to the north. During low pressure systems fog will often roll in from the southern section 

but drift and settle in the lower sections near the river. Cooling fog will provide the plants with moisture as it passes, but 

the lingering moisture in combination with lower temperatures can be damaging to the grapes in the late spring when they 

are just forming, or during the ripening season when heat is needed. Planting the vines in a north-south orientation would 

allow the maximum amount of  sunlight on the vines as well preventing excessive shading during the day.  The vineyard will 

benefit from receiving the first rain as well snowmelt runoff, as the water moves northward towards the creeks and finally 

into the river. Using the data gathered from the case studies, the rows will be built in 50 vine sections, with rows planted 

2.4 metres apart to allow proper access, airflow and equipment use. Four vines are planted per 1.83 metres, which prevents 

overcrowding, allows air flow and accessibility for pruning and harvesting. 

fig. 067: proposed design site map highlighting phase iii 124
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vitus vinifera
marquette 
red varietal, spicy, cherry, black plum. cold hardy. good growth habits.

frontenac gris

white varietal, slight grey-toned skin, vigorous growth, can have high acidity,  
variant of frontenac.

frontenac blanc

white varietal, variant of frontenac, early to ripen.

frotenac 
red varietal, vigorous and disease-resistant, plum and cherry notes, can have high acidity.

sabrevois

red varietal, small berries, disease-resistant, large producer, swenson hybrid.

petite pearl

red varietal, similar to touriga nacional, late budbreak, good acidity and tannins

la crescent

white varietal, cold hardy, medium disease resistance, notes of peach and tropical flavours. 

1.8m
1.8m

first year growth

fig. 068: aerial and section view of vineyard - details of planting and growth
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note: diagram represents a two year life 
cycle typical for vines in temperate climate. 
the color blocks represent the potential 
cyles for longer growing seasons, and 
earlier bud bursts for the fruit.     



As noted in the case studies, where trellis systems have been lower to the ground to allow the vines to grow in a similar way 

to cucumbers or squash, a more vertical trellis system has been chosen—high cordon trellising. This particular trellis system 

works well with vines that have a growth habit of  trailing downward compared with European varietals that have a more 

vertical growth habit. 

With the chance of  cooler evenings and shifts in the weather, there is still the need to create as much heat retention in the 

ground as possible. On the Spanish island of  Lanzarote, since the 18th century farmers have used volcanic rocks and ash 

as an insulator for crops as well as in vineyards. Implementing a similar method on the plateau with the existing shale by 

mounding the shale near the base of  wines would create heat retention for the plants as the dark shale would absorb the 

sun’s heat during the day and slowly release it as the evening cools.  

The rows would be planted with marrow to protect against other invasive weed species and, as mentioned it would act as a 

green manure to protect against frost. As the season wanes and winter approaches, the case studies suggest that laying down 

the vines would insulate them but expose them to smaller wintering animals and create a higher chance of  them being 

destroyed. A combination of  corn and flax sheaths would be placed at the base of  the upright vines for added insulation 

as well to protect against excess moisture reaching the rootstocks and creating rot. Corn and flax sheaths are more durable 

than straw or hay which could attract rodents. The bluffs planted would slow the harsh winter winds and cause snow to 

drift into the vineyards to cover the crops, again, adding protection. To ensure the maximum amount of  snow drifting 

on the site, meadow grasses together with big and little bluestem are maintained to the south of  the vineyards to create a 

natural net to capture the snow.
fig. 069: vineyard in harvest - nets protecting from birds eating grapes

fig. 070: growth cycle of grapes through year 1 and 2 (image edited from “rebel with a cause” pg 19)
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fig. 071: (previous spread) vineyard section detailing overwintering and heat retention methods

fig. 072: summer in the vineyard, shale mounding detail

fig. 073: closeup of poplar avenue leading to winery



The case studies demonstrate that many grape varietals were tested in comparable conditions for cold hardiness, growth 

habit, bud break and juice quality when pressed. Marquette, Frontenac, Frontenac Gris, Frotenanc Blanc, Sabrevois, Petite 

Pearl and La Crescent varietals are proposed on the basis of  those qualities, as well as for showing promise as pioneers in 

cold-climate viticulture.

As the vines begin to establish, the orchards would mature into full production and production of  the first ciders could 

be released. As the site begins to flourish as a fully working orchard, vineyard and farm visitors would be encouraged to 

experience its evolution. The main road leading to the winery would be planted with an avenue of  poplar trees which act 

as a visual cue as the primary desination to visitors as they drive through the plateau.  The proposed trees would line the 

sides of  the drive to indicate the final destination, imparting a similar experience to seeing an avenue of  cypress trees on 

arrival at a grand vineyard in Europe. As visitors enter the plateau they will catch glimpses of  the avenues, but, as they drive 

further in, the winery would be hidden by fields of  lavender, sunflowers and orchards, until the entranceway to it comes 

into view. Although the site seems remote, there would be an opportunity to invite guests to come and work in the orchards 

and vineyard at pruning and harvesting time. Success was seen at both Red Trail and Cypress Hills in offering those unique 

experiences to visitors in trade for fresh ciders, wines and meals at the winery. Smaller dwellings attached to the main 

structure could be available for farm-stay by visitors working on site. These types of  live-work experiences have been 

extremely successful in vineyards in Italy and France and should be implemented at Mowbray. 
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fig. 074:  poplar trees create an avenue directing visitors to the winery and farm
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phase iv
evolve 30 + yrs

Implementation of  the design would involve multiple phases. Landscapes take time to grow and to heal. The attractions 

of  this plateau and neighboring valleys took millions of  years to develop and through this design, the slow processes of  

landscape evolution have been highlighted. It would take time to rebuild the land so it would be ready to establish crops that 

can further nourish the land and prepare it for growth and production. Designing a landscape framework that would evolve 

and shift alongside climate change seemed logical in light of  available data. 

Phase IV would facilitate further growth. There was an underlying tone from the case study interviews of  curiosity, drive 

and passion from each grape grower when they brought visitors into their vineyard and proudly showcased their years of  

experimentation and dedication. And those visitors took home an experience worth sharing with others. Community and 

word-of-mouth communication is the heart of  these wineries and without them, they may have failed. This suggests that 

connections can be made within Pembina Valley to establish a mutually supportive tourism network. Imagine a day where a 

drive to Pembina Valley takes you hiking in the canopied forests to strolling through meadows and vineyards and settling in 

to sip a glass of  locally grown and produced cider or wine while watching sun kiss the valley goodnight or wintr trips to  

La Rivière for skiing and roaring fires in the tasting room overlooking snow-covered orchards and fields whilst sampling late 

harvest wines. 
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This study and accompanying design  and viticultural proposals demonstrate how vineyards might be established in the 

Prairies. As the climate change continues there will be more regions where grape-growing has potential.  

The rich, sundrenched slopes in Riding Mountain National Park in 70-100 years might be an ideal site for cold climate 

growing of  off-dry wines such as Vidal or Frontenac. Each region will be unique in how the terroir displays its history and 

its future, and Manitoba might truly become a land of  grapes and grain. 
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“what is poured into the glass is a liquid landscape 
painting of the 365 days of a certain year. 
this is my hope....to capture the four seasons of each year 
in a bottle, a liquid portrait of our landscape and its 
history. 

this is my quest.” 
(heekin, 2014, pg 11-12)
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appendix 
Prairie Viticulture: A Sustainable Future

Sample Questionnaire (To be answered via email or through interview at time of  site visit)

By completing this questionnaire, however I see fit, and returning it to the researcher, Kimberley Bamburak for research 

in Practicum titled Prairie Viticulture: A Sustainable Future at the University of  Manitoba, I consent to the release of  

these responses to be used in a practicum document regarding cold climate viticulture. I also declare that I have read, 

and understand, the project alongside all other additional consent forms that have been provided to you, the participant. 

Withdrawal is acceptable at any time and no penalty will accompany it.

1. What is the size of  the vineyard (hectares)? How much is dedicated to each varietal?

2. Is soil analysis a part of  process when you were establishing stocks? If  there were a variety of  soils present within   

 the vineyard did that determine where you planted? If  so, what types of  soil are present within your property?

3. Have you found a change within the climate in the past 10-15 years (for those longer established) where there has   

 been an extension in GDD and amount of  sunlight? 

4. If  there has been a shift noticed in climate, have you also noticed a variability within the amount of  precipitation  

 the vineyard receives?

5. When you first planted, what was the survival/death ratio of  the vines? Did you find some hybrids were more   

 resistant to winterkill?

appendix 1 - questionnaire sent out to potential case study 
participants in december 2013.
ethics board approval for reasearch granted december 9,  2013
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6. What types of  irrigation do you currently use? If  overhead irrigation is still used, do you see yourself  switching to   

 more sustainable practices in the future?

7. Do you practice any irrigation techniques such as RDI (Reduced Deficit Irrigation)

8. Do you find that you are plagued with similar pests within the vineyard similar to that in warmer growing climates?

9. What is the method you have used to protect the vines in the winter from frost? Do you hill and bury the vines, use   

 flax sheaths or other methods?

10. Is there any particular processes that you do differently than other cold climate vineyards that aid in ensuring the   

 longevity and vigour of  the vines?

11. Do you typically hand harvest? If  so do involve the community within that process?

12. Have you found the support from the surrounding communities and state beneficial during the process of     

 establishment to growing a business? What were the issues if  there were any?

13. Do you use typical spacing for the vines in the rows? If  not why and what factored in determining the spacing and   

 row lengths? 

14. How did you determine the layout of  the vineyard? 
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15. Do you utilize any sustainable practices? (Grey water recycling, wetlands, habitats for animals, composting, intercrop 

planting between vines etc.)  If  so what are they? 

16. Do you envision using your wine as an export internationally to obtain economic growth for yourself  and the 

community? Or would you plan to stay uniquely “your own”  and maintain a smaller identity? What makes your winery/

vineyard/wine unique to your region besides being a cold climate wine? 

Thank you for participating in the questionnaire for the practicum titled 

Prairie Viticulture: A Sustainable Future at the University of  Manitoba. For any other concerns or questions please feel free 

to contact the researcher Kimberley Bamburak.
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